
Lesson 5.3 Take a Bow 

Class or Rehearsal Evaluation 

Name: __________________________ Class: ______________ Date: ____________ 

 

[ ] Teacher [ ] Self [ ] Peer: Name of peer being evaluated: __________________ 

 

Evaluate the student using the following scale: 

(+) = This student always displayed good and acceptable work in the criteria listed. 

(√) = This student displayed good and acceptable work the majority of the time for most of the criteria 

listed. 

(−) = This student did not meet the expectations for the activity, behavior, or criteria listed. 

 

1. ____ This person demonstrated class and rehearsal manners in the following ways: 

Acted maturely (didn’t disturb others, had self-control, didn’t waste time). 

Showed respect to teacher and other students. 

Stayed on task (kept on working independently, was patient when it wasn’t his or her turn, 

practiced on own while teacher was with someone else). 

Listened to and watched the teacher or peer leader carefully and asked questions when 

confused. 

2. ____ This person participated in class or rehearsal to the best of his or her abilities: 

Clearly was memorizing movement, counts, spacing, entrances, exits, and so on. 

Fixed mistakes when corrected by peers or teacher. 

Kept trying and didn’t give up when the movement seemed difficult. 

3. ____ This person showed responsibility in attendance at class or rehearsal: 



Learned any dance steps missed during an absence. 

Demonstrated, through dancing, that he or she practiced before the class or rehearsal. 

Participated fully in the warm-up technique and conditioning parts of the class. 

4. ____ This person danced with the necessary energy and clarity: 

Danced full-out whenever required by teacher; rehearsed as if it were a performance. 

Used appropriate acting and facial expressions when required. 

Willing to work hard, fix and repeat dance phrases until they are corrected, and sweat! 

5. ____ This person demonstrated good teamwork: 

Worked easily with others and cooperated on group and team decisions. 

Helped other dancers whenever needed. 

Shared ideas with team or group and participated in making up movement phrases when 

necessary. 

Was focused and open to suggestions and ideas. 


